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The 93 Trillion value invention and its chain 
reaction.

19 January 2020

Vehicle Color Change 
Technology invention by 

Srinivas Devathi

Creates a 93 Trillion $ 
(Conservative realistic 

estimate) global IP rights 
problem

I author Project Earthling, 
and define the only way to 

resolve the 93 Trillion $ 
global problem

Once Project Earthling© 
goes live, we need a new 

governance structure

That results in my 
authored content United 

Nations Global 
Governance Model 2020©

• THREE Global Transformations have the 
invention at source. 

• The invention has created economic 
activity worth 1000 to 2000 Trillion over 
the next 100 years. 

• This generated greed in a multitude of 
directions. Such wealth will: 
• Make India the richest country by its 

treasury holdings. 
• Make me (Indian citizen the richest 

man in the World). 
• Questions the power, hold of USA 

and UK on the World. 
• I define a solution to the problem. Author 

Project Earthling©. And define the best 
way (correct way) to resolve the global IP 
rights problem. 

• To the evolved new post – Project 
Earthling© world, the new governance 
structure in defined as UN-GGM-2020©. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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The GREED has pulled INDIA in multiple 
directions – Use of Money & Power.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• What can 93 Trillion value invention do to the World? 
• USA and UK went all out to build pressure on many in India. 

From Delhi to state governments, many have come under 
pressure. Use of Power. 

• USA and UK to retain their hold, supremacy on the World, 
have done and tried a whole lot of alliances, partnerships 
with groups in India. All of them have now failed.

• USA rolled multitude of suitcases filled with Dollars (USD) 
to lobby or bribe many in India to gain control of this 
invention and India. Use of Money. 

• They wanted to make India a slave nation, reporting to 
them forever in future. 

• However, India is diametrically opposite to USA and UK. 
E.g., We are not a Christian country. We are a Hindu 
country, with around 14% Muslim population as second 
largest religion. We are neither white nor black by people’s 
skin color. We are middle skin tone population. We are not 
Caucasian race. We are Aryans and Dravidians. We are 
multilingual, multi-cultural, multi-ethnic country. We are 
not (English only) speaking country. This has made their 
efforts difficult to deal with India. 
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The GREED has pulled the World in multiple 
directions – Use of Power globally.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• USA and UK’s supremacy in the World for last 300 to 
600 years has come under question and threat. 

• USA and UK have tried multiple alliances, partnerships 
at global level, to try and block this invention, its 
wealth from me and India. Most of which have also 
failed because of my authored content Project 
Earthling© and United Nations Global Governance 
Model 2020©. 

• USA and UK, have controlled the global organizations 
like ‘United Nations’. As they have conventionally 
been paid (for their expenses and salaries) in USD. 
Another way of putting this is that ‘United Nations’ 
and all its organs (including ICJ – International Court 
of Justice) report to USA and White House. 

• Many at UN, that I have tried to contact and reach out 
to, have either been retired or moved to a different 
division, ensuring there is no traction to my 
communications. 

• USA & UK have made all efforts to block my 
invention, its wealth from coming to me and India. 
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Solving the GREED problem - bringing focus & 
concentration on India – Uniting India.

19 January 2020

• India, the country complements very well with my invention. Why will it not? I 
am an Indian citizen. Bring its interests to the center. 

• As media houses, you are aware of the key metrics related to India: 
• We are second most populous country with 1.32 Billion citizens. 
• Our GDP is at about 2.7 Trillion in $s. 
• We are considered as a poor country, though categorized as a developing 

country and emerging economy. 
• We are supposed to have an approximate 40% population still under the 

Poverty line as defined by current day UN. 
• Our agriculture sector, healthcare sector and education sectors are still 

20th century models and fully outdated to the demands and needs of 21st

century. 
• Our water management, drought management is very poor to non-

existent. 
• Our best cities are ailing with problems of pollution, old infrastructure and 

cannot be compared to top cities in World. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

THE BEST PART – BY LAW USA’s global fraud related to this invention of mine is 
documented beyond any reasonable doubt; and by virtue of Patent Cooperation 
Treaty & my Indian citizenship, I am entitled to bring all 93 Trillion into INDIA, to 
solve all the above. I need Indian media houses to fully get onboard with this 
endeavor of bringing full 93 Trillion into INDIA. 
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Solving the GREED problem – I define ‘Goal 
Year 2050’ for India – Unity in Diversity.

19 January 2020

• By uniting India, reigniting ‘Unity in Diversity’; if all 1.32 Billion Indian 
citizens join forces and claim this wealth in a united voice (BY LAW), I 
will bring the full 93 Trillion into this country. 

• So, solving the problem of GREED is by defining the demands, needs 
of INDIA as a country and claiming all wealth of my invention into this 
country. I intend to achieve ‘Goal Year 2050 for India’ – A visionary 
goal to make India a developed country by year 2050. This will enable 
us to: 
• Build at least FIVE world class super cities like say Hong Kong. 
• Realize the full vision of 100 smart cities. 
• Realize the vision of 1000 airports. 
• Eliminate poverty in India and secure the future of 1.32 Billion 

Indian citizens. 
• Bring in advanced technologies into Education, Healthcare and 

agriculture sectors. 
• We can achieve a lot more. 

• THIS IS HOW I HAVE SOLVED THE GREED IN MULTIPLE DIRECTIONS 
PROBLEM. BRING FOCUS ON INDIA. 

• You tell me if there is another way we can stream-line this greed? Of 93 
Trillion invention dropped in the center of 193 countries?

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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What do these transformations mean to India and 
World? REAL FREEDOM, progress & development.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Project Earthling© delivers true freedom 
and equality to all 193 World nations. 

It delivers trade and economic freedom 
to all 193 World nations. 

Bring a better and more efficient global 
governance structure in a Group-
Influential 50 model (GI-50). 

The international territories will become 
more law abiding. 

Provide economic growth, progress & 
development opportunities to all 193 
nations. 

Adoption of my invention - Vehicle Color 
Change Technology by world countries to 
drive economic growth for themselves.  

In
d

ia

Drive Progress & Development in India. 

Get India’s GDP to about 20 Trillion in a 
couple decades from now. 

Build India’s own national treasury of 93 
Trillion in Earthlings currency. 

Make India a developed country by year 
2050. 

Eliminate poverty, secure future of all 
Indian citizens. 

Build 5 Super cities, realize 100 smart 
cities and 1000 airports. 

Bring high end technology into key 
sectors of India.  
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Cool Cars – The 
93 Trillion Global Problem

Vehicle Color Change 
Technology Invention

Creates 1500 to 2000 trillion worth economic 
activity in next 100 years. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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The INVENTION.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

In Q1 – 2007, I bought my third used silver car while in USA. This was due to lack of funds to buy a new car in 
the color of my choice. Used car market is very prominent in USA, unlike in India. Having had enough of driving 
Silver cars, I wanted to get the color changed, however it seemed to be an expensive job. That’s when I solve 
the problem of ‘Vehicle Color Change’; which automotive industry has tried to crack, since the industry 
inception, nearly 120 years before. This caused greed of 93 Trillion across World and resulted in many events. 
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The INVENTION – Let’s watch a video giving 
simple conceptual view. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• Let’s watch a video. You saw a simple visual (to the inventive concept) which I shot on a toy car in year 2014. 
• The video is purely for visualization of the invention only. 
• The real-World implementation of the technology will need the following upgrades: 

• The plastic covers used will be replaced by specially designed ‘Two-layer polymer system’, each layer 
having its own set of chemical additives to deliver unique set of properties to each layer. 

• Outer layer will be (approximate) 0.5 mm gauge transparent polymer sheet with hydrophobic coating 
on both sides. 

• Inner layer will be regular thin polymer sheet with hydrophobic coating. 
• Each of the 12-13 ‘Two-layer polymer systems’ (for 12-13 exterior car panels) will have micro-valves to 

couple with conduits that will allow draining of the color, cleaning of the interior space, drying and 
reinjecting a new color of your choice from 1800 shades (or full spectrum) available in market. 

• You could change the color in under 10 minutes. 
• Color change mechanism could be: 

• Manual may take 20 to 30 minutes. 
• Robotic system will deliver an entire car color change in under 10 minutes. 
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Automated color change
Robotic method – Visual representation. 

19 January 2020

• Color change 
mechanism could 
be: 
• Manual may 

take 20 to 30 
minutes. 

• Robotic 
system will 
deliver an 
entire car 
color change 
in under 10 
minutes. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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How much paint is needed?
To change the color of cool car once.

19 January 2020

A typical Sedan Length Width Height

In Inches 192 73 58

In Centimeters 487.68 185.42 147.32

In Meters 4.9 1.85 1.5

Volume in liters Vest width

Rounded numbers 1 mm 2 mm 5 mm

Side 1 7.2 14.4 36

Side 2 7.2 14.4 36

Top 9.1 18.2 45

Total Volume 23.5 47 117

• From the total volume, we have to adjust for the windows, 
windshields, tires, ground clearance, adjustments for sedan shape. 

• By adjusting for these, the more accurate computation is at 60% of 
total volume computed. 

• We believe an optimum vest enclosed space thickness is between 
0.1 to 0.5 mm. 

• Which means, a single-color change would need anywhere 
between 1.5 to 7 liters of paint. 

Vest space 
thickness

Total 
volume

@60% of total 
volume

In mm In Liters In Liters
5 117 70.2

2 47 28.2

1 23.5 14.1

0.5 11.75 7.05

0.4 9.4 5.64

0.3 7.05 4.23

0.2 4.7 2.82

0.1 2.35 1.41

0.01 0.235 0.141

(Micron) 0.001 0.0235 0.0141

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Color Changing Technology
Other applications.

19 January 2020

Cool 
Concept

Walls 
Sector

Electrical 
Appliances 

Sector

Electronics 
sector

Furniture 

sector

Decorative 
articles 
sector

Other 

Sector

• Outside the Automotive industry, following sectors can use the 
‘Cool Technology’, for personalization needs, choice of 
consumers. 

• Other secondary sectors (markets) related to Interior Décor are 
listed here in descending order of revenue potential: 
• Walls Sector: For odd walls in houses and offices. 
• Thermal Insulation of buildings in countries with extreme 

weather conditions is an exemplary application to the 
invention, in which insulating material could be used 
instead of color or paint. 

• Electrical appliances sector: Refrigerators, other home or 
office appliances. 

• Electronics sector: TV, Computers, laptops, smartphones, 
other handheld devices. 

• Furniture sector: Sofa set, bed, dining set, other. 
• Decorative articles sector. 

• Other miscellaneous tertiary sector: May include shoes, toys, 
etc. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Business opportunities
From the color changing technology.

19 January 2020

Cool 
Cars

Automobile 
Industry 

(Manufacturing)

Chemicals / 
Additives 
Industry

Robotics 
Industry 

(Colorium)

Micro Valves 
Industry

Automobile 
Insurance

Paints Industry

Plastics / 
Polymers 
Industry

• The Color changing technology for Cool Cars has tremendous 
business opportunities, for the following industries. The top 5 
have the maximum potential: 
• Automotive industry. It is transformative to the industry. 
• Plastics / Polymers industry. Massive opportunity to make 

transparent polymer sheets for automobile industry. 
• Paints industry: Spike in demand to make specialized paints 

for Cool cars. 
• Robotics automation industry: Demand for robots and 

automation solutions will rise, to enable color change. 
• Chemicals / Additives industry. Will also see significant 

demand increase; due to making two-layer systems and 
paints with special properties.

• Automotive insurance business and valves business will 
also grow. 

• Additionally, demand for raw material, supply chain 
businesses (suppliers), will see dramatic increase in 
revenue and growth.  

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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What does it mean to the World?
Against various parameters.

19 January 2020

Automobile industry parameter Current car industry Cool car solution

Fixed manufacturing plant cost High 30% lower

Transportation costs High Lower and reduced. 

Inventory management Complex, by color Completely simplified (only by model and not by color)

Dealership stocking Complex, by color Completely simplified (only by model and not by color)

Unit painting cost $ABC At least 10% lower

Repainting cost Exorbitant and non-repeatable Affordable and highly repeatable

Consumer expression Limited to no expression change Can be as expressive as the consumer wants

Color change at will Not possible Totally possible - done under 10 minutes

Surface finish, texture, touch and feel change Not possible Totally possible - vest replacement - a days job

Match car color to outfit for party Not possible Totally possible - match in 10 minutes

Creative coloring Not possible

Any combination of colors can be used. E.g., India flag colors, USA 
flag colors – RWB, doors in one color, bonnet and bumpers in 
another color. 

Accident diagnostics and forensics Difficult but doable Impact reconstruction is simple and easy

Impact to economy (national and global) Normal status quo Significant positive boost for economic growth

Promotes and encourages small businesses Normal status quo Plenty of opportunities for large, SME and new entrepreneurs

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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What does it mean to the World?
Against various parameters.

19 January 2020

Automobile industry
parameter

Current car 
industry Cool car solution

Global energy balance Normal status quo
Much better. Crude consumption increases, encouraging alternate energy sources to be used to run 
the cars. E.g., success of electric cars, hybrid cars. 

Impact to automobile 
industry Normal status quo

Very positive. Cuts plant cost (by 30%), painting costs (by 10%), transportation costs, provides 
significant operational cost savings, improves profits (by 25% to 40%), improves customer satisfaction, 
streamlines or simplifies the business processes and steps.

Impact to world Normal status quo

Very very positive. Global economics, regional economics and individual country or national 
economics would all be stimulated for growth, jobs and businesses would be created and the world 
would improve for better. Global trade would receive significant boost. 

People sophistication levels Normal status quo Will improve profoundly. As robotics comes into mainstream across the world, for changing car colors. 

Downstream businesses Normal status quo
Tremendous scope for other businesses. E.g., Plastic sales, Chemicals / additives sales,  paints sales, 
valve manufacturers, materials scientists, robotic solutions, electronics and other

Job creation across world Normal status quo Significant increase in the number of jobs that would be created. 

Based on the benefits listed, I predict that the automobile industry will readily evolve and adopt this next generation solution and build ‘Cool Cars’. 
Further, the solution delivers a boost to the industry economics. My prediction is that 90% or more of the passenger car market will migrate to this 
‘Cool car’ solution within the next decade. A small percentage may remain in current method of painting e.g.: One plant by manufacturer continue 
to use conventional paint. Further, the solution may be adopted by a small percentage of commercial vehicle segment of automobiles as well. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Cool Cars – The 
93 Trillion Global Problem

USA commits ‘GLOBAL FRAUD’, to block 
wealth from me and India

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

O. S. 4961 of 2018 in Bangalore City Civil Court. 
Global lawsuit linking 62 countries. 
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93 Trillion sale price for global IP rights of the 
invention. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

110 to 125 Trillion – 10% of realistic projected 
economic activity numbers (for next 100 years). Could 
be claimed by me & India. 

93 Trillion – 10% of conservative realistic projected 
economic activity numbers. What we are claiming 
will be accepted by all World nations. 

200 to 250 Trillion – 10% of aggressive numbers with 
strong sector growth rates and higher inflation 
(currency depreciation) numbers factored in. 

The 93 Trillion 
claim at 

Conservative 
Realistic number 
will be approved, 
endorsed by all 

world countries, for 
me and thus India 
to cash out with. 
Hence, I decided 
and fixed global 

rights sale price at 
93 Trillion. 

Remember that 
if anyone were 
to challenge 93 
Trillion claim, I 
can claim 125 
Trillion and 
justify that claim 
statistically. 
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100 YEARS ECONOMIC ACTIVITY DIVIDED
BY GEOGRAPHY – All sectors.

19 January 2020

REGION COUNTRY 100 YEAR ECONOMIC ACTIVITY SIZE = CONTROL OF 
DOWNSTREAM BUSINESSES (T $) - Approximate

NA USA 225 T

NA Canada 45 T

NA Mexico 15 T

EU + UK 38 Countries 270 T

Asia Japan 120 T

Asia Korea 75 T

ANZ ANZ (2 applications) 45 T

Other BRICS and Others 
(10 applications in all)

135 T

Grand Total 930 T – (Total of estimated projections)

Note – T $ is Trillion $, wherein a 
Trillion is 1000 Billion. 
These are Conservative – Realistic 
values or numbers. 
Claiming 10% as sale price. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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How were the estimates done.

19 January 2020

I have captured industry data by having analysts work for nearly two years. 
Market size data, sales volume data of Automotive industry by country has been captured. 
Other sectors and their market sizes have also been captured. 
The multiplication of: 

62 countries where I have sought IP rights protection; by
The market sizes of the following sectors in each of these 62 countries: Automotive, Walls for 
Thermal Insulation, For Interior décor – Walls, Electrical appliances, Electronic devices, Furniture; 
For other miscellaneous – Shoes, toys; by
Products required to enable technology for each sector, which includes polymer-plastic two-layer 
systems, robotic stations, chemicals/additives required, paints or colors, vehicle insurance; by
Services generated for offering color change for each sector, which includes color change services, 
repair or replace two-layer polymer systems; by
Supply chain of businesses to be built to enable the products; by
the 100-year activity projection of all the above; by
the conservative market size growth rate; by
the inflation due to economic growth rate (currency depreciation); 

Will give numbers in the range of 1500 to 2500 Trillion. 930 Trillion, a conservative realistic number has been 
chosen, which will be an undisputed and fully accepted number by world nations. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Sample extrapolation of 100 years activity for 
Automotive Industry.

19 January 2020

2017 Global automotive market size is an approximate 1.8 Trillion $ market. 
At an average 1.8% market size growth, the automotive industry sales alone will be about 495 Trillion in 100 years; in 2020 $s 
(USD). 
At an average 2% market size growth, the automotive industry sales alone will be about 562 Trillion in 100 years; in 2020 $s 
(USD). 

When you bring in the currency depreciation over 100 years; the adjusted values of the market size over the 100 years will be
1,486 Trillion at 1.8% average growth. And 1,686 Trillion at 2% average growth. 
These are arrived by simply tripling the value. 
The comparative examples for this are:

- What could 100 Rupees buy in year 1950 versus what it could buy in year 2050?
- What was the sale price of Maruti 800 or Omni in year 1980 versus what is its sale price today in year 2020?

Just the automotive sector alone comes to around 1,500 Trillion value. When you factor in everything else listed in previous 
slides, you will realize that the technology will easily drive economic activity of 2000 to 2500 Trillion in the next 100 years.

Given this, my claim of 93 Trillion as final global rights sale price is more than reasonable. And will be globally accepted.

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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View of PCT application process. PCT – Patent 
Cooperation Treaty signed by 152 countries. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• The Patent Cooperation Treaty is 
signed by about 152 countries in 
the World.

• India also signed the PCT in the 
1990’s. 

• By virtue of the treaty, an inventor 
from any of the PCT contracting 
states (any of the 152 countries 
which signed the Treaty), is 
entitled to seek and obtain his 
invention patent rights and 
protection across all the PCT 
contracting states. 

• USA has no respect to PCT the 
treaty. 

• USA has attempted to breach the 
global treaty, PCT. 
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View of PCT application process – Indicates 
USA global fraud. 
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• I bring the attention of media houses 
to the number 16 in the chart. 

• As per PCT procedure and timeline, the 
International Search Report (ISR) and 
Written opinion (WO) of ISA are 
established at the 16th month point. 

• While Hulsey lawyer delivers the 
report to me after my repeated asking 
at after the 16th month point, it is 
dated with 9 months prior date, Nov 4, 
2014; indicating the deliberate fraud 
clearly. 

• Further the report showed a 2-month 
response window which was long 
expired. IP lawyers by law must deliver 
PTO communications on time, when 
there is a defined response window. 
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Simple view of the USA global fraud.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

Hulsey 
Lawyer 
search 

results. No 
prior art. 

Feb 2014
Dec 16,  
2014

Aug 5,  
2015

USPTO issues national 
stage patent grant. 

Patent #8,910,998. No 
prior art of any kind. 

Hence the patent 
grant. 

Hulsey lawyers give me 
ISR on replica PCT Global  
application, after I asked 
multiple times. They give 
a report with fabricated 

prior art. 

The fabricated report further is 
dated Nov 4, 2014 with a 2-month 
window to respond back to PTO. 

Now long gone in past. Their prior 
art fabrication to block global IP 

rights and related wealth from me 
and India, is proven beyond any 

reasonable doubt. 

Mar end 
2015

I abandon 
my Green 
card and 

stay back in 
India. 

IP lawyers, are bound to deliver PTO communications on 
time. Especially when there is a two-month window to 
respond back. Hulsey lawyer’s broke law by not 
complying to IP law protocol that IP lawyers follow. 

As per PCT process, ISR on PCT application is established in the 16th month. 
How is the report dated Nov 4 (ISR established with in 7 months?), and 
yet delivered in August 2015. Fraud is visible to the entire World. 
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USA’s Fraud Summary – Their global fraud is 
OS 4961 of 2018 in Bangalore City Civil Court. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• In a globally visible fraud, USA (four defendants in court case) and USPTO, deliver 
two outcomes on the same exact replica applications. They give a grant on national 
stage USA application, and block my invention global IP rights (61 Non-USA country 
rights pointing to my PCT application) in a deliberate fraud by fabricating prior art. 
• My patent lawyer search results of the invention showed no prior art. This was 

done in Feb 2014. 
• USPTO themselves grant the national USA patent in Dec 2014. The grant was 

given as there was no prior art. 
• On a replica (same exact) PCT application covering my global rights for 61 Non-

USA countries, the same USPTO issues a fabricated ISR (International Search 
report) with fabricated, created prior art of Cobb, Price, Saenger & Hale in 
August 2015. 

• The above was done, as I abandoned my ‘Green Card’ by March end of 2015; 
declaring that I will live in India. That’s when, to block wealth from coming to 
me, an Indian citizen and India, they fabricate the prior art. 

• Prior art that did not exist in Feb 2014, Dec 2014, shows up in Aug 2015, after 
I abandoned my Green Card. 

• And they are further exposed, as the report was given to me in Aug 2015, with 
fabricated past date of Nov 4, 2014; with a 2-month window to respond back, 
that was gone in past. Patent lawyers broke IP law protocol. They are caught. 
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View of fraud pertaining to ‘Vehicle Color 
change technology invention’. 

19 January 2020

Patent 
application -

National
USPTO

USPTO as ISA
Replica Patent 
application –
Global - PCT

Comprehensive Feb 2014 search results –
Nothing even remotely close to invention 
- No Cobb, No Price, No Saenger, No Hale

Hulsey IP 
lawyers paid 

services 
search

USA Patent grant on Dec 
16, 2014. No Cobb, No 
Price, No Saenger, No 

Hale in citations of grant 
Discussion, 
decision to 
file patent 

app

Fabricated Cobb, 
Price, Saenger, Hale 

and fabricated 
sabotaging ISR 
given on Aug 5, 

2015

Impact IP 
rights in 61 
Non-USA 
countries
Deny 70.5 

Trillion $ to 
Inventor and 

India

Grant valued at 
22.5 Trillion $

Consistent 
results until 

Dec 16, 2014

HSBC Bank USA; 
Capgemini USA; 

Janssen USA

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Fact sheet – Timeline of the lawsuit.
DATE ACTIVITY / COMMENTS

Feb 17, 2014 D4 states Search fee price as $1,000

Feb 18, 2014 Inventor pays the fees by check

Feb 26, 2014 D4 provides search report and closest prior art – 7 citations (No Cobb, No Price, No Saenger, No Hale as they did not 
exist). Convinced that there is no prior art; Inventor filed the application

Mar 27, 2014 USA National stage application is filed with USPTO

July 15, 2014 D4 files PCT application (exact replica of USA national app); with USPTO as RO/ISA. D4 is obligated to report 
communications from PTO within a week to 10 days, by law. 

Dec 16, 2014 USPTO patent grant. Patent references include 7 citations by D4. Search results correct / consistent. (No Cobb, No 
Price, No Saenger, No Hale in Patent citations, as they did not exist). 

March end, 2015 Inventor abandons ‘USA Green Card’, processed by D3; thus communicating he would live in India for the rest of his 
life. They did not want the wealth from PCT countries to come to INDIA. That’s when they decided to commit the 
global fraud, to target PCT application by fabricating prior art. 

July 15, 29, 31; 2015 Inventor sends reminders asking for ISR on PCT application. 

Aug 5, 2015 D4 mails ISR with Nov 4, 2014 date; with a 2-month deadline (long gone in the past) to respond back. 

Aug 5, 7; 2015 Inventor questions the foul play by D4 asking why the ISR was not delivered in Nov 2014?

TRUTH Report was in reality created in July/Aug 2015, as creating/fabricating the prior art Cobb, Price, Saenger, Hale took 
months after March 2015 (GC abandoned). So, after fabricating the prior art, USPTO issues the sabotaging ISR. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Let’s watch two videos on USA global fraud. 
USA-UK Versus the other 191 countries.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

USA & UK
Rest of the 

World – Other 
191 countries

• I have presented the true facts to the media houses, to all Indian 
citizens, world citizens and all 191 other world countries. The 
global fraud committed by USA is for everyone to see. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support me & India, 

as they have seen the global fraud committed by USA. 
• I have claimed a conservative-realistic number of 93 Trillion 

(Earthlings) as my global IP rights sale price to bring into India. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my claim 

and India’s claim of the 93 Trillion. They understand that 
myself and India can easily claim 125 Trillion also. 

• I am delivering True economic & trade equality; Real economic & 
trade freedom to all world countries. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my global 

Macro-Economic & global Banking reform - Project 
Earthling© and its go LIVE date of Jan 1st, 2021. 

• I am delivering much better, much superior, much more equitable 
global governance structure. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my New 

World Order reform - United Nations Global Governance 
Model 2020© and its go LIVE by Jan 1st, 2022. 
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Objective of this media disclosure. 
To make media and all of India aware of facts.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• To introduce the INVENTION & TECHNOLOGY to your subscribers & audience. To India and the 
World. 

• To share the lawsuit fact set and the truth to your media houses. 
• To make media and India aware of the facts related to the global fraud committed by USA to 

retain supremacy, control, power on Earth and stay the richest. 
• As per Patent Cooperation Treaty & my Indian citizenship, I have legal rights by law to bring the 

wealth into this country. 
• The LIVING WILL for 93 Trillion as executed by me already submitted to the Court, thus making all 

of India linked to this lawsuit. All India’s future is linked to my invention & lawsuit. 
• Media must make people all over the World aware of this fact set & truth. 
• The lawsuit will be resolved in the Honorable Court. USA will admit their fraud and meet my 

prayer demands in the upcoming court date. 
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Q & A
Invention, 93 Trillion valuation, USA’s global fraud, 
Documented facts, Fact set timeline & Lawsuit, 
USA global fraud blocking global economic growth 
& economic stimulation of 61 Non-USA countries

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Cool Cars IP rights – The 
only way to resolve

Vehicle Color Change 
Technology global IP rights resolution

The correct and right way to resolve the 93 Trillion 
global IP rights problem linked to 62 countries. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Making all of India and its 1.32 Billion citizens 
as part of my lawsuit - OS 4961 of 2018.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

OS 4961 of 2018 in 
Bangalore City Civil Court

Executed a LIVING WILL for 
93 Trillion value (of global IP 
rights to the invention) and 
submitted to the Court as 
part of OS 4961 of 2018. 
90% wealth pledged for 

‘Goal Year 2050 for INDIA’. 
Now, all of India is linked to 

the lawsuit. 
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18 IP applications in total. 93 Trillion value is 
broken down into 18 sale agreements or deals.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• In all the 93 Trillion value is broken down into 18 sale agreements 
or deals, as there are a total of 18 global IP applications. 

• The first step is for USA to resolve their fraud. USA territory is valued 
at 22.5 Trillion USD. This deal must complete first by resolving the 
fraud in the court in lawsuit 4961 of 2018. 

• Then the other 17 global Non-USA country sale agreements (valued 
at 70.5 Trillion Earthlings) must be executed in a “TRI-PARTY 
AGREEMENT” model. 

• Each of the 17 TRI-PARTY AGREEMENTS involve:
• Me as Inventor & Seller of IP rights
• The PTO jurisdiction or the country government as the Buyer 

of IP rights
• GEC (Global Earthling Council) as the Printer and Payor for the 

sale deal. 
• The 93 Trillion Earthlings value will be brought in by executing 18 

sale agreements or contracts. 
• TAKING PROJECT EARTHLING© LIVE IS HOWEVER INTEGRAL TO 

COMPLETING THESE 18 LARGEST DEALS IN THE WORLD. 
• After USA clears their fraud and pays for their territory @ 22.5 

Trillion in $’s; GEC will be taken LIVE and the other 17 deals (valued 
at 70.5 Trillion) will be executed in Earthlings currency. 
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I Executed my LIVING WILL for 93 Trillion and 
pledged 90% of it for India – Goal Year 2050.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• I have pledged and assigned 90% of all 
wealth from this invention, which is 93 
Trillion to make India a developed country. To 
achieve Goal Year 2050. 
• 45% of it is pledged for Indian 

government and 29 state 
governments; to execute public sector 
projects. 

• 45% of it is pledged for private side 
initiatives to be executed across India
via my earthling Foundations work. 

• Thus: 
• ALL OF INDIA IS JOINED IN THIS 

LAWSUIT.
• ALL 1.32 BILLION INDIAN CITIZENS ARE 

LINKED TO THIS LAWSUIT. 
• ALL OF INDIA’S FUTURE IS LINKED TO 

THIS LAWSUIT. 
• I request media houses to present this to 

the entire World. LIVING WILL and future of 
India being linked to this lawsuit. 
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USA and (D1 to D4) 
to clear sabotaging 

ISR in court – OS 
4961 of 2018

USA Prints currency 
(Billion $ bills) and 
pays 22.5 Trillion $

GEC Prints (Billion Earthling 
bills) and pays balance 70.5 
Trillion and/or replaces; to 
convert currency to 93 
Trillion Earthlings

Inventor                 
Srinivas Devathi

Taxes to IG and 
development funds to 
IG and 29 SG’s in India

India builds its own 
national treasury in 
Earthlings (largest in 
World)

Assigns India patent and 
100 years downstream 
businesses to his choice of 
companies in India. 

The lawsuit’s end outcome would be 
such that; all IP rights clearly settled and 
assigned by inventor. Each country and 
its companies will have their own patent, 
can work on their own technology and 
downstream businesses for 100 years. 
The entire matter is resolved and 
disposed off very systematically into 
the Post Earthling organized World. 
Visit Srinivasdevathi.com and 
Coolcartechnology.com 

Inventor                 
Srinivas Devathi sells 
and assigns the 
patent IP rights 
(including 100-year 
downstream 
businesses) of each 
country; to its 
government or their 
choice of companies. 

Country 1

Country 2 
and so on

European 
Union level

USA

Eurasian 
level

Country 61

UK after 
Brexit

United Nations 
collaboration 
(GEC) E.g. Geneva 
and Vienna
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Sequence of deals as expected in year 2020 
within next 12 months.

19 January 2020

Introduce and complete decisive voting to take Project 
Earthling© live. Global Earthling Council is formed and 

active. GEC with representation of 193 countries 
would execute global contracts & agreements. 

22.5 Trillion $ deal of Vehicle Color Change Technology 
IP rights for all sectors for USA territory. 

Srinivas DS as 
Inventor & 

Seller. 

15 deals worth 43.05 Trillion Earthlings with 15 
countries that operate as independent PTO 

jurisdiction and not part of a union PTO. 

USA Defendants as 
buyers. 

Srinivas DS as 
Inventor & 

Seller. GEC as 
Printer & Payor. 

15 Country governments or 
their nominated 

companies as buyers. 
Countries include Japan, 

South Korea, China, 
Canada, Australia, India, 

Brazil, Mexico, New 
Zealand, South Africa, 
Thailand, Philippines, 
Malaysia, Indonesia & 

Nigeria. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Sequence of deals as expected in year 2020 
within next 12 months (Page continued).

19 January 2020

2 (or more) deals worth 27.45 Trillion Earthlings 
with 2 PTO jurisdictions that cover multiple 

countries. 

Srinivas DS as 
Inventor & 

Seller. GEC as 
Printer & Payor. 

European Patent (EPO) 
jurisdiction that covers 38 

countries. European 
Commission (as buyer) to lead 

the effort for this transaction, in 
one or more contracts or 

agreements. 

Eurasian Patent (EAPO) 
jurisdiction that covers 8 

countries. Russian Federation 
(as buyer) to lead the effort for 
this transaction, in one or more 

contracts or agreements. 

Comments: 
- All deals to be 

executed in Public 
domain, visible to 
global media 
houses. 

- GEC organization 
once formed shall 
execute the 
contracts with 
designated 
signatories; while 
other steps of 
Project Earthling© 
going live might 
still be active. 

- Going last allows 
EC and RF to 
discuss among 
their PTO nations 
on how to 
structure the 
deal(s). 

Srinivas DS as 
Inventor & 

Seller. GEC as 
Printer & Payor. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Sequence of deals in year 2020. Srinivas 
Devathi’s income by Financial years. 

19 January 2020 Visit www.Srinivasdevathi.com

Srinivas Devathi’s income to be realized in upcoming Financial Years: 
- In Indian FY 19-20 

- (Before March 31st, 2020) – 22.5 Trillion $’s realized, by USA deal execution with one time pay out. 
- In Indian FY 20-21

- After decisive 193 country voting to take Project Earthling© live; GEC executes contracts between say 
June 2020 and Dec 31, 2020; despite other steps to take Project Earthling© going live being active until 
Dec 31, 2020.

- Technically Project Earthling© live event / global ceremony scheduled for Japan time 00:00 hours Jan 
1st, 2021. 

- In Indian FY 20-21 
- (Between Jan 1st, 2021 – March 31st, 2021) 20% of contracted value of 17 other sale agreement(s) to be 

realized. Valued at 20% of 70.5 Trillion = 14.1 Trillion Earthlings. 
- For Indian FY’s 21-35

- The remaining 80% of 70.5 Trillion (56.4 Trillion) is spread over 15 years equal payments with say 0.5% 
GEC annual yield (Maximum GEC yield taken) built into the annual yield pay. You will see break-up in 
subsequent slides. All computations to be done up to 12th decimal point. 
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18 Upcoming Largest deals in the World, 
sorted by deal value.  

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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The sequence & break-down of 18 largest 
deals in the World to be executed. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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GEC yield numbers built into 15-year payment 
plan of 17 non-USA deals. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• The 17 Tri-Party agreements will be executed with 
the following payment protocol: 
• 20% of the deal value paid out in the first 

year, in Earthlings currency. 
• The remaining 80% of the deal value will be 

spread over 15 years; paid out in Earthlings. 
• GEC will be the payor for these deals. 
• A standard GEC yield will be factored into the 

deals. I have shown a 0.5% annual yield paid 
by GEC on investments from world nations 
and me. 

• The contracts will reflect automatic 
adjustment of the highest yield to take effect 
if GEC were to provide higher yield than the 
mentioned 0.5%. 

• As you can see the 15-year yield on the 80% 
value of the 17 deals is over 2 Trillion paid 
out over the 15 years. 
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With 93 Trillion National Wealth, India must 
pass ‘National Wealth Bill’. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• Up on these deals, and my attracting the 93 Trillion wealth into India; I will advise and work with Indian Government to 
pass ‘India’s National Wealth Bill’.

• It could be a new bill, or an amendment to an existing bill. I will review and advise. 
• The purpose of such a Bill primarily is: 

• To have Indian citizens, living in India and holding Indian passport to own the wealth that belongs to this country. 
• The above principle extends to all kinds and forms of wealth. 
• To have all Indian companies, corporations, Legal entities; owned by Indian citizens. At least majority share of 51% 

or more. 
• To not let the wealth leave the country for any reason other than imports or procurement. 
• The example of wealth leaving the country is; a heir to a Billionaire, when he/she chooses to settle in a foreign 

country by giving up Indian citizenship, he takes his inheritance wealth to the country he is immigrating into. This 
needs to be addressed in this Bill. 

• It is a different point that in the next couple decades no one would want to leave India.
• The Bill’s intent is to preserve our wealth in our country. And not let it leave India. 

• I will not take any questions on the details of this Bill’s content. It is early to divulge details of this Bill. 
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USA-UK Versus the other 191 countries.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

USA & UK
Rest of the 

World – Other 
191 countries

• I have presented the true facts to the media houses, to all Indian 
citizens, world citizens and all 191 other world countries. The 
global fraud committed by USA is for everyone to see. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support me & India, 

as they have seen the global fraud committed by USA. 
• I have claimed a conservative-realistic number of 93 Trillion 

(Earthlings) as my global IP rights sale price to bring into India. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my claim 

and India’s claim of the 93 Trillion. They understand that 
myself and India can easily claim 125 Trillion also. 

• I am delivering True economic & trade equality; Real economic & 
trade freedom to all world countries. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my global 

Macro-Economic & global Banking reform - Project 
Earthling© and its go LIVE date of Jan 1st, 2021. 

• I am delivering much better, much superior, much more equitable 
global governance structure. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my New 

World Order reform - United Nations Global Governance 
Model 2020© and its go LIVE by Jan 1st, 2022. 
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Objective of this media disclosure. 
Build awareness of upcoming 18 largest deals in 
the World. Correct way to resolve the problem. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• Bring media onboard with LINKING all of INDIA to the lawsuit. 
• Make media aware of my LIVING WILL for 93 Trillion and its link to lawsuit and India’s future. 
• Future of India is linked to this lawsuit. 
• Introduce the upcoming largest 18 deals (17 TRI-PARTY agreements) in the World to methodically 

and correctly resolve the global IP rights subject. 
• Media to join forces with me and India to bring the 93 Trillion wealth into India. 
• Introduce the largest deals to your subscribers & audience. 
• Join forces to inform people about the “Execution of the 18 largest deals” in the World. 
• Join forces to inform people about how I will build 93 Trillion Earthlings worth National treasury 

reserve for India. 
• Inform people – Indian citizens about the break-down of numbers – deals. 
• Inform or introduce ‘National Wealth Bill’ to Indian citizens. Its intent to protect our wealth. 
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Q & A
18 Largest deals in the World, LIVING WILL for 93 
Trillion, Goal Year 2050 for India, Sequence of 
deals, TRI-PARTY agreements, India’s National 
Wealth Bill & GEC – Global Earthling Council

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Project 
Earthling© 

Global Macro-Economic Reform
Global Banking Reform

Reset Global Economics
Author – Srinivas Devathi

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Need Media support to take Project Earthling© 
live. This is for INDIA. To bring 93 Trillion Earthlings 
into India and build India’s own treasury. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

Introduce Project Earthling© to your 
subscribers or viewers as soon as 
possible. 

Enable serious discussions, debate 
about the reform and its importance to 
the World. 

Get it for a decisive voting at UNGA for 
implementation by June 1st week 2020. 
With a go live date of Jan 1st, 2021. 

• For the objectives of: 
• Building India’s own national 

treasury reserve of 93 Trillion 
Earthlings. 

• To complete the 18 largest deals in 
the World, off which 17 deals are 
linked to launch of Project 
Earthling©, have (Global Earthling 
Council) GEC as one of the three 
parties in those agreements. 

• I request media houses to make the 
introduction of Project Earthling© a high 
priority subject. This is for India and its 
future. 

• This is for all 1.32 Billion Indian citizens. 
• Also to deliver economic & trade 

freedom to all 191 World nations. 
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What is Project Earthling©?
Introducing new global trade currency.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• Earthling is a new global trade currency & forex currency; while not being a domestic currency of any one 
country in the World. It will be the accepted national reserve currency. All international bank funds transfers 
will happen in Earthlings currency. Possible currency symbols are given below. 

• Banks convert your local national currency to Earthlings & vise versa. We put an end to multiple global 
currencies being converted to multiple other global currencies. 
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What is Project Earthling©?
A long overdue reform. Must happen now. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• It is a reform that is correcting a hidden flaw in the global economic & trade system. USA and UK have used 
this flaw to dominate the World and rule the World for the past 300 years. 

• The World has been cheated for past few centuries by USA and its closest ally UK. 
• It is a Global Macro-Economic Reform and a Global Banking Reform.
• This initiative delivers TRUE (business & economic) Independence / Freedom to 192 countries in the World.
• This should have happened 200 to 300 years ago. the correction must happen now.
• The first step towards a balanced world and more equality.
• This initiative brings about more trade and economic equality. It Truly liberates the world.

• This can be termed as “TRUE INDEPENDENCE FOR ALL WORLD COUNTRIES”. 
• I request media houses to join forces to shoot for a Jan 1st, 2021 ‘Go live’ date for Project Earthling©. That 

date will be marked as ‘REAL INDEPENDENCE FOR THE WORLD”. 
• Someone told me, with this reform we can end “Anna Domini” and reset years to start from Year 1 FE. 

Wherein FE stands for Freedom to Earthlings or Freedom by Earthlings. What is your opinion?
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The problem of two varying frames of reference.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• All the main global (sought after) commodities in the World, for the past 150 to 240 years, have been 
skewed in their pricing. 

• For the past 150 to 240 years, the global commodities price was not reflecting its real value or sale price; 
based on its demand & supply. 

• For the past 150-240 years, the global commodities sale price has been “Over-priced” by an always 
artificially strengthened USD ($), against most global currencies. 

• Most World nations have paid more than what they should have for their imports over the last 150 to 240 
years; as these commodities bought were priced in USD ($). Which is also the domestic currency of one 
country USA. 

• Goldman Sachs over the last 150 years has been instrumental in running Wall Street in USA and all major 
USA Banks; and they were the ones who engineered and abused this system by artificially keeping USD ($) 
in fake high demand and strengthening it always against most global currencies. Given the monopoly USD 
($) achieved, there was some demand for it. However, that monopoly has been abused to rip off many 
countries with unreasonable / unrealistic / inflated Import bills for a sustained period of 150 to 240 years. 

• The second moving frame of reference is USD ($) and its value. 
• These two moving frames of reference caused the World countries to pay more on their import bills for a 

sustained period of 150 to 240 years. 
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How USA cheated the World with unrealistic 
import bills?

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• USD ($) is the local, domestic currency 
of one country USA. 

• Over the last 150 to 240 years, they 
achieved global monopoly for USD ($), 
by making it a global trade, business 
deal standard and having most global 
commodities priced in USD ($). 

• This allowed them to artificially keep 
USD ($) strong and thus have had most 
countries pay more than what they 
should have paid for their imports. 
That is how they cheated the World.

• Not for 5 or 10 years. This 
phenomenon (a flaw costing money to 
the world countries) has been going on 
for 150 to 240 years, unnoticed. 
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Solution to the Problem
Project Earthling© - ‘Global Earthling Council’. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• Make USD ($) a local, domestic currency of USA only. 
Not a global standard. 

• Introduce Earthlings as the global trade and business 
currency. While not being the currency of any one 
single country. All forex transactions must happen 
between local currencies into Earthlings & vise versa. 

• This will reflect the true price of commodities, based 
on its real demand and supply. 

• Earthlings will hold their value for a period of 10 
years, and then strengthened or weakened (to 
support global economy) to hold the new value for 
another period of 10 years. 

• An independent body called ‘Global Earthling 
Council’ must be formed to keep strong financial 
control on Earthlings printing and global financial 
transactions. It must have all country representation 
for governance. GEC will be responsible for anything 
and everything to do with Earthlings. 
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Features & Advantages of Project Earthling©.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• All global trade commodities will be priced in Earthlings.
• All exporters will price their offerings (products or services) in Earthlings; making it a single global market-place.
• At international airports, point of departure, the forex stations should allow buying Earthlings against local currency. At the point of 

destination, forex counters should be able to convert Earthlings to the local currency of that country. So, most international travelers could 
only carry Earthlings and travel to any country and shall do fine upon landing.

• All global fund transfers (international wire transactions) will happen in Earthlings, thus simplifying global trade / transactions. E.g., 
Whether you are transferring funds to Europe, China, Japan or Korea, you always do the international wire transfers in Earthlings, despite 
their local currency. The recipient Bank upon funds receipt in Earthlings, could either hold them in Earthlings or convert it to their local 
currency, as per its preference.

• Global banking is simplified. Many to many currency conversion headaches are removed for Banks.
• Most importantly, this brings economic and trade equality to planet earth. World will become a single market-place for most exporters.
• It gives equal opportunity to all countries and brings balance to global trade.
• Countries with no currency today, should come up with their own currency which is at a certain proportion against Earthling, to enable 

them to do trade or generate wealth from what they could export.
• All developing and least developed countries benefit significantly from this. 
• USA and its economy will also be subjected to checks and balances.
• BRICS can take advantage of this new system and can be much more competitive on the global stage, as undue advantage of USA that has 

gone on for centuries is eliminated.
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Features & Advantages of Project Earthling©.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• All international airlines could price their flights in Earthlings and the local price could easily be computed by the customers at the 
exchange rate to Earthling (at the time). It makes their pricing and offering easy and simple to all, instead of pricing at individual country 
currencies.

• All global ‘Money based rankings’ could be done in Earthlings. For example, Forbes richest people listing cut-off could be by Billion 
Earthlings or more, GDP (nominal) of countries will be listed in Earthlings (GDP-PPP (by Purchasing Power Parity) will seize to exist as a 
national economic indicator), Global movies earnings and rankings could be in Earthlings, International hotel stay pricing could be in 
Earthlings, International tourism packages pricing could be in Earthlings, Global commodity pricing could be in Earthlings, International 
products or services pricing by exporters could be in Earthlings, International sports tournament prize money could be in Earthlings.

• Each country could have a special ‘International trade Bank’ which allows bulk Earthling transactions to other entities in other countries, 
for registered global traders who do import / export of goods. As another thought, all international trade must be done online and should 
be transparent to the government, CB and the special International trade Bank in the country.

• All banks should allow international wire transactions in Earthlings, in smaller amounts with a cap, for regular citizens.
• Local or domestic business; whether online or offline, must be conducted in the local national currency only.
• This will regulate international trade and forex transactions. E.g., USA can still print Dollars for domestic needs; UK can still print Pounds for 

their domestic needs; however, they cannot use them (their local currency) for international trade directly. And they (USD and Pounds) will 
be useless in any other country. 

• The initial exchange of each country’s holdings into ‘Earthlings’ will be on record. Along with such data, the international trade numbers 
(done in Earthlings) of each country will also be on record and available to all nations. This curbs all fraudulent activities funded by bribes 
using any one local currency in a different country.
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Roll-out (Go LIVE) steps for Project 
Earthling©. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

The procedural steps involved in launching ‘Project Earthling©’ will be as follows.
Step 1 – The initiative must be introduced at several global forums, such as United Nations (Economic & Social Council, General Assembly), 
G20 Summit, WTO, WIPO and to all country governments and their Central Banks (CB’s).
Step 2 – Discussions and voting. The introduction would lead to discussions at many levels. Post discussions, a UN voting must be conducted, 
with one vote per country on the subject. This initiative will be voted in. A governing body must be established and made operational. (Name 
(e.g., Global Earthling Council), governing team (e.g., One member from each country) and other details (e.g., role, responsibility, scope of 
work, charter, etc.)) must be outlined.
Step 3 – Once the initiative is voted in, we need to design the currency bills. (a) Billion, Half Billion, Million and Half Million Earthling bills for 
CB holdings and exchanges. (b) 10000, 5000, 1000, 500, 100 Earthling bills for citizen (international travelers) exchanges only. There shall be no 
other denomination (for e.g., currency bills of 50, 10, 5, 2 or 1 used for local purchase transactions). As no country allows purchase/sale (or 
local / domestic retail businesses) by using Earthlings. It is only an International trade currency and foreign exchange currency and not for 
domestic trade or business. 
Step 4 – 3 Mints that will print Earthlings shall be set-up in a single location. These mints will be governed by GEC which will have all country 
representation; and will be under 24*7 surveillance. The location should ideally be in India. City to be selected.
Step 5 – Flushing USD’s from all non-USA countries. Earthlings shall be printed to replace USD holdings of all countries (their CB’s). The 
exchanged USD’s should be retrieved and trashed / shredded (as in truly replaced).
Step 6 – Monitoring and Controlling the Earthling printing. Begin of normal – regular GEC operations. After replacing the reserves of each 
country (their CB’s) by Earthlings, GEC would be highly restrictive in selling Earthlings to countries. Based on the analysis of trade requirements 
of nations (categories of nations), adjustments could be made to GEC policies over a period of time.
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Freedom to United Nations by Project 
Earthling©.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• United Nations and its organs can finally get freedom. Their expenses & salaries will not be paid in USD 
anymore. They don’t have to report to USA and / or UK. 

• Global Earthling Council (GEC), will pay for all United Nations expenses (and salaries); in an annual 
reimbursement model against the local domestic national currency expenses. 

• This will allow the evolution of current day United Nations into ‘United Nations Global Governance Model 
2020©’ which is the next section we will discuss & talk about. 

Each Country Earthlings reserve equation
Current Earthling reserve = Last year ‘Earthling reserve’ – Total FY Earthling reserves spent on national development work – Total FY imports + 
Total FY exports plus or minus Citizen activity.
Wherein;
Citizen activity is international travelers (incoming and outgoing) exchange of Earthlings to local currency and vice versa at forex counters; and 
plus or minus Non-business citizen remittances in Earthlings (incoming and outgoing) through Banks.

The data of FY imports and exports will be available with the ‘International trade bank’. Updates made on 18/1/2020 – Removed the 
references to add/subtract Earthling purchase & sale with GEC. It is early to disclose the specific rules, restrictions and policies of GEC at the 
time of launch and further they may be subjected to amendments over a period of time. The formula will adjust accordingly. GEC may give 
development loans (packages) by recording it as a loan & liability against the Country’s financial records. Some countries may take the loans 
(once they see & understand my Earthling Foundations work and upcoming initiatives in India) and want to emulate the work in their country.
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GEC Opening National Treasury balances of 
193 countries when PE© goes live. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• Before Project Earthling© goes live on Jan 1st, 2021, GEC records the ‘Opening national treasury balances’ of 
all 193 countries in the World. At the end of each financial year; GEC also records the ‘Closing national 
treasury balances’ of all 193 countries in the World. 

• The guiding principle for ‘National opening treasury balances’ is: The Central bank starting balances when 
Earthling goes live must be a true, real reflection of the existing world and each country’s economies and 
their real earnings. Real reflection of true earnings is the key phrase. It could also be read as real 
reflection of true contribution to the World by way of their inventions & discoveries delivered over the 
last 300 to 500 years.

• GEC will continue to track these for decades and centuries to come. Here is a look at what some of the 
country’s opening national treasury balances will be. 

• #1 – India @ 93 Trillion Earthlings; based on recognized value by virtue of 18 IP rights sale agreements. 
• #2 to #15 – These 14 slots must be taken by countries that have contributed the most to the World, by way 

of their inventions & discoveries in the past 500 years. The countries that may appear in this list are (not 
limited to) Germany, Russia, France, Spain, Portugal, China, Japan, South Korea, USA & UK. Maybe Iran & 
Turkey may have some inventions from past, which they must present and make a claim. 
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USA’s GEC national treasury opening balance, 
is a subject of discussion. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• #1 – India @ 93 Trillion Earthlings; based on recognized value by virtue of 18 IP rights sale agreements. 
• Because of USA ‘s unlimited printing of USD ($) over the last 240 years; there is no starting point reference 

for them. They could claim 3 Trillion, 5 Trillion, 10 Trillion, 15 Trillion or even 40 Trillion. Their opening 
balance is a subject of discussion for all the countries in the World. Here are my remarks about USA’s 
opening national treasury balance. 
• I think based on inventions & discoveries of last 500 years, a select list of 14 inventive countries must share a 

‘contribution to world wealth pool of 15 Trillion’ among themselves to take positions from 2 to 15; in the opening 
balance rankings. USA must be one of these 14 countries. 

• All the other countries must go on their actual numbers. Many countries may have zero opening balance. Many 
countries may have small amounts as opening balance. There is no lower limit. It is a starting point and will allow the 
country to introspect & reflect on their situation and move forward. 

• The number USA claims is very crucial; because it may incite the other 178 countries in the World, to look at their 
extra import costs (due to artificially strengthened USD($)) over the last 150 to 240 years. 

• They may ask for reimbursement or payback from USA for the ‘Import bill’ losses they have incurred over the last 
150 to 240 years. 

• USA must settle for a reasonable number as agreed to by world nations; without getting themselves into ‘Import bill 
losses reimbursement from last 150 to 240 years period’. 

• My expectation (a guess) is that USA opening balance claim of 3 Trillion maybe accepted by World countries. 
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GEC Opening National Treasury balances (OB) of 
193 countries – Options due to uncertain USA OB.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• The easiest option for the 193 World nations would have been to just record the actual (current day) opening balances of 
all 193 countries. However, due to the unlimited printing of USD ($) for over 240 years by USA, the following options 
maybe considered by 193 World countries. 

• Option A – India @ 93 Trillion, USA at 2nd position with an accepted OB number of 2 Trillion or a maximum of 3 Trillion; 
while all other world countries go on their actuals. 

• Option B – India @ 93 Trillion, and a contribution to World by inventions pool of 5 Trillion consensually distributed 
between 14 inventive countries thus taking rank positions from 2 to 15. Inventions in the last 300 to 500 years maybe 
relevant to todays world. Not the ones before. 

• Option C – Option B with a distribution pool of 10 Trillion between the 14 inventive countries. 
• Option D - Option B with a distribution pool of 15 Trillion between the 14 inventive countries. This distribution pool seems 

to be on higher side, however, if World countries agree, it could be chosen. 
• Option E – India @ 93 Trillion, USA @ 1 Trillion; and all other World countries on actuals. Easiest and simplest option if 

193 countries were to come to consensus with it. 

• Which ever option the World votes for, USA must beware of not getting into “Reimbursement of import bill fraud” by the 
World countries. Even a low percentage claim of 5% (could go up to 20 or even 25% reimbursement claim) will be a huge 
liability for USA, to the rest of the World countries. 
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Roll-out Timeline projection
Possible roll-out plan

19 January 2020
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at global 
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G20, UN, 
WTO, WIPO
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CB’s and 
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forums
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of ‘Global 
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Council’. 
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Initiatives in this scale 
may take plus or 
minus six months 
time. This is only one 
possible view. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

Need Indian media 
houses support to 
achieve this ‘Go LIVE’ 
timeline. 
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Earthling valuation cycle.

19 January 2020

Jan 1st, 2021 Earthling 
currency is live globally @ 

value = USD

It shall hold its value for 10 
years, until Dec 2030

Q4 2030 – Global Earthling 
Council will conduct 

‘Economists summit’ to reset 
value based on global needs

Q4 2030 – Earthling either 
strengthened or weakened. 

New value set

Jan 1st, 2031 Earthling 
currency set at new value for 

another 10 years

• Jan 1st, 2021 – Project Earthling shall go live 
at the same value as USD. 

• Earthling shall hold its value until Dec 
2030. 

• Q4 2030, Global Earthling Council shall 
conduct ‘Economists summit’ to set the 
value of Earthling for next 10 years. It is 
either strengthened or weakened based on 
needs of developing and poor countries. 

• Earthling takes new value by Jan 1st, 2031. 
And shall hold the new value until Dec 
2040. 

• Q4 2040, its value is adjusted again. 
• Earthling’s new value takes effect by Jan 1st,

2041. And shall hold the new value until 
Dec 2050. This cycle continues. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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USA-UK Versus the other 191 countries.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

USA & UK
Rest of the 

World – Other 
191 countries

• I have presented the true facts to the media houses, to all Indian 
citizens, world citizens and all 191 other world countries. The 
global fraud committed by USA is for everyone to see. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support me & India, 

as they have seen the global fraud committed by USA. 
• I have claimed a conservative-realistic number of 93 Trillion 

(Earthlings) as my global IP rights sale price to bring into India. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my claim 

and India’s claim of the 93 Trillion. They understand that 
myself and India can easily claim 125 Trillion also. 

• I am delivering True economic & trade equality; Real economic & 
trade freedom to all world countries. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my global 

Macro-Economic & global Banking reform - Project 
Earthling© and its go LIVE date of Jan 1st, 2021. 

• I am delivering much better, much superior, much more equitable 
global governance structure. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my New 

World Order reform - United Nations Global Governance 
Model 2020© and its go LIVE by Jan 1st, 2022. 
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Objective of this media disclosure. To build 
awareness of Project Earthling© and take it LIVE. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• Publish about Project Earthling© as global reform content in all published media. 
• Broadcast about Project Earthling© on prime-time media network, as global Macro-Economic & 

global Banking reform. 
• That will bring global countries to talk and discuss about Project Earthling©. At various levels -

Local, regional, global, government forums, economic forums, business forums, WTO, WIPO, 
Trade forums and student forums. 

• This will bring me to introduce Project Earthling© at UNGA and Economic & Social Council. 

• Together, lets work towards this timeline: 
• Jan to May 2020 – Enable global discussions and conversations about Project Earthling© and 

its impact to the World nations. At various levels - Local, regional, global, government 
forums, economic forums, business forums and student forums. 

• June 1st week – Decisive voting of Project Earthling© at UNGA. 
• Japan time 00:00 hours of Jan 1st, 2021; Project Earthling© goes live. 
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Q & A
Project Earthling©, Its introduction to World, 
Introduction at UNGA, Voting at UNGA, GEC, 
National opening balances, taking PE live by Jan 1, 
2021. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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United Nations 
Global Governance 
Model 2020© 

Enable New World Order
Deliver the Right Governance to World 

Enable New World Order
Author – Srinivas Devathi

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Existing Order – Old World Order
Problem definition.

19 January 2020

• USA & UK over the last 600 years have controlled, commanded, ordered, used & abused all countries, all global 
organizations, all global pacts or treaties; with singular motive (objective) of staying as “Controlling super-power” of the 
entire World. 

• The hidden motives include staying the richest in the World. Staying most powerful in the World and control everything in 
the World. 

• In efforts to retain these pole position(s) by wealth & power; they have destroyed, derailed, rest of the world nations and 
in deliberate effort have blocked the progress, development, wealth prospects & success prospects of all World countries 
and World citizens (who are not American and British). 

• This is the core problem, defining the Earth we live in; which is troubled with war, death and a multitude of problems.
• USA and UK which have lead the World (all its countries) and people over the last 300 years (USA) and the block of 300 

years before that (USA and UK together); have only put their interest, their wealth, their supremacy, their domination on 
the World as priorities all this while; and completely ignored the needs of the individual countries and people.

• While doing so, they have controlled every country in the World with an engineered lever of control.
• Simply put USA and UK over the last 600 years of governing the World, have made the World a bunch of slave nations 

which are captive to them and must abide and follow their orders. This is a slave planet by design and engineering of USA 
and UK.

• Thus, over the last 300 to 600 years, the World (now 191 Non-USA, Non-UK countries) and its population (now an 
estimated 9.5 Billion people) have been governed the wrong way.

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Existing Order – Old World Order
Problem definition & first step to solution.

19 January 2020

• History clearly suggests that USA (UK in some cases, situations) has used their currency USD ($) (as Project Earthling is yet to roll-out, by 
this year-end) to pay for all global organizations and executing, maintaining and enforcing most global Treaties. While, paying for them, 
they have controlled, manipulated and engineered all these global organizations and treaties to their benefit and advantage alone, at the 
expense of the benefits to the World. The true essence of these global organizations and treaties has been lost, diluted and rendered 
ineffective; by USD based capitalism model driven greed, generated across the world, which was used as a manipulating factor.

• Example of global organization: World Bank, unable to fund my project/invention though my invention was global in nature. Example of 
Treaty: PCT – Patent Cooperation Treaty. They (USA and UK) have shown no respect to PCT, the Treaty.

• First step to solution - Project Earthling© will help the situation and we will move towards the correct governance solution: 
• When Project Earthling© goes live, USD ($) will become USA only local (domestic) currency. Pounds will become UK only local 

(domestic) currency. 
• This will stop the “Throw a suitcase of currency” to anyone, anywhere in the World in USD ($) or Pounds as bribes and get anything 

done. Mostly unlawful activities will be stopped. 
• With the financial muscle taken out of the equation; USA and UK cannot govern or control the World and the World organizations. 

Rightfully so. We have come to the right ‘Frame of mind and thinking’ now in year 2020. 
• When this financial muscle is taken out of the equation, USA will become just another country, one of the 193 countries in the 

World. UK will also become just another country, one of the 193 countries in the World. 
• This means USA = UK = Tonga = India = China = Any other country in the World.
• Project Earthling© will drive economic equality among all countries. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Existing Order – Old World Order
Problem definition.

19 January 2020

USA and UK

Country 1 where 
USD bribes work

Country 2 where 
USD bribes work

Country N 
where USD 
bribes work

Country 190 
where USD 
bribes work

UN, WIPO, PCT, 
WTO

All global 
organizations, 

G7, G20

• USA and UK have methodically made their currency 
stronger over 200 to 500 years. Using which they tend to 
order, police and command all countries in the world. 

• USA and UK give orders, command all global organizations, 
including UN, WIPO, WTO etc. They have significant say and 
can sway the activities, decisions of organizations like UN, 
World Bank and WTO. 

• USA and UK control the World and could bribe people all 
over the World, as their currency is accepted. 

• Due to the above, in a planned way, they could cheat, 
destroy and sabotage future of people or countries. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

Current world 
order has 
FAILED
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New World Order Inevitable
Invention to PE© and then to UNGGM-2020©.

19 January 2020

Vehicle Color Change technology was invented by Srinivas Devathi in Q1-2007 (when he bought his third used silver 
car), and a USPTO patent application was filed in March 27, 2014; PCT global application was filed on July 15, 2014. 

This invention has created wealth globally in the order of 93 Trillion $ / Earthlings as sale price in 2019 $, when 
GDPs of many countries in the World are in the range of 0.5 to 10 Trillion $s. In order to retain their supremacy 
USA and UK have used, abused the Old-World Order to the hilt to block this wealth from me and India. They 
have abused the entire World and broke every law locally and internationally. 

This has caused the World to go into introspection. In order to accommodate the invention in a structed 
manner (while retaining a good portion of the evolved current global organizations like WIPO, WTO, UN etc.), 
Srinivas Devathi has authored ‘Project Earthling©’ and ‘UN Global Governance Model 2020’. 

While accommodating the Invention, Project Earthling© will roll out a new, better, equal, uniform world; by 
improving the existing structure in place and rolling out a NEW WORLD ORDER of ‘United Nations Global 
Governance Model 2020’. This will enable the right governance of the World (all its nations) and its people. 
Other countries and their citizens can aspire to create wealth for themselves and their country. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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New World Order Inevitable
New Order – UN-GGM-2020©.

19 January 2020

UN-GGM-2020© 

UN truly becoming a Global 
governing body, unbiased and 

take up initiatives, decisions on 
global matters by voting in GI-50 
(as future Security Council) and 

G-193 structure. 

Country 1 with its 
own local currency

Country 2 with its 
own local currency

Country N with its 
own local currency 

and so on

Country 193 with its 
own local currency

GEC controlling 
Earthling printing and 

sale

Earthlings as global 
trade currency, Forex 
currency and national 

reserve currency. 

• UN Global Governance Model 2020© will have a GI-50 (Group 
Influential 50) and G-193 core structure to govern the World 
in the right / correct way. 

• No one country currency will ever work in another country. 
• Eliminates country sponsored bribing or fraudulent activities 

in another country. 
• Earthling printing and distribution will be controlled, regulated  

and tracked by GEC. 
• All 193 nation representatives (each on behalf of their 

country) will talk, discuss, debate and vote on all global 
matters. UN ambassador will bring his/her national view to 
UNGGM-2020. 

• Any country can share their problem by presenting it to all 
193 nations at UN seeking resolutions, solutions to their 
troubles or problems. 

• Head of UN will be on rotational basis from each country in 
alphabetical order, for a pre-defined term. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Composition of UN Global Governance Model 
2020©.

19 January 2020 Transforming the UNITED NATIONS

UN-GGM-
2020© Model

Economic and 
Social Council 

to expand 
outside USA 
and ensure 
good global 
coverage by 

regions & 
countries

Secretariat –
Work force to 

expand 
outside USA 

and have 
teams in most 

regions & 
countries of 
the World

Global Earthling 
Council – GEC will 

have strong 
financial control 

on global financial 
transactions. 

Controls Earthling 
printing & keeps 
records of all 193 

countries.

Security Council 
to become the 

New GI-50. 
Specially 

designed for 
making 

informed 
Executive 

decisions on all 
Global subjects 

/ initiatives. 

General 
Assembly to 
become the 
New G-193. 

Specially 
designed for 

decisive 
voting 

subjects. 

Trusteeship 
Council – To 
be retired 

soon. 
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Composition of UN Global Governance Model 
2020© - Two main decisioning divisions.

19 January 2020 Transforming the UNITED NATIONS

• It stands for Group Influential 50; a group of 50 countries which by virtue of their population, GDP, 
Technological advancement, Economic growth potential, Natural resources or a possible Geo-strategic 
factor (ensuring good spread and complete coverage of all regions in the World); enter the GI-50 group 
all of who together will govern, administer and run the World comprising of 193 (equal) UN member 
nations. 

• This replaces G-7 and conventional G-20. And would certainly stop USA and UK from running the World. 
Another way of looking at this is a permanent expansion of UN security council from its current 5 
permanent and 10 non-permanent rotational model into a permanent 50-member security council.

Group 
Influential 50 

(GI-50)

• It is a method by which every important / significant decision pertaining to the World / Planet / Region 
in the World that needs decisive voting will be put up for a decisive vote at UNGA after introducing the 
subject, allowing discussions, debates and finally conducting a decisive voting on the subject. Such a 
model is a true ‘Democratic way’ of making real informed decisions on all important globally relevant 
subjects. 

• The current UNGA and its operational model could be tweaked to evolve it into a formal G-193 wing. 
This transition will certainly have its impact on the UN Secretariat and the team structures within the 
Secretariat.

Group 193 (G-
193)
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Current UN structure (Geographic).

19 January 2020 Transforming the UNITED NATIONS

Hague, 
Netherlands

United Nations

In NY, USA

International 
Court of 
Justice

Trusteeship 
Council

Secretariat
Economic and 
Social Council

Security 
Council

General 
Assembly
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Future UN Global Governing Model 2020 
High level view ONLY (Details not covered).

19 January 2020 Transforming the UNITED NATIONS

Hague, 
Netherlands

United Nations
Global Governance 

Model 2020

In Europe

International 
Court of 
Justice

Trusteeship 
Council

Secretariat 
(Action unit)

Economic and 
Social Council

Security 
Council (GI-50)

General 
Assembly 
(G-193)

In India
GEC (Global 

Earthling Council) 
and Earthling Mints

Comments: Cities in Europe and India are to be determined. Trusteeship Council will be decommissioned in a decade or two. 

Geographic Structure/Model only
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Benefits of New World Order
Many to be Ignored.

19 January 2020

• UN Global Governance Model 2020, will govern the World in the right / correct way. 
• In the UN GGM 2020, GI-50 (Group Influential 50) will be an expanded Security Council which can take and pass executive 

orders. They will be fair as 50 countries represent the World nations and regions in the correct way. 
• In the UN GGM 2020, G-193 (Group 193) will vote on all subjects global in a decisive voting process / mechanism. 
• Project Earthling© will allow USA and Inventor Srinivas Devathi to resolve the ‘Vehicle color Change Technology’ subject is 

a systematic way and disburse the IP rights globally in a structured manner.  
• Project Earthling© further allows conversion of USD to Earthlings so as to build our own Indian National treasury. 
• India (or any Country) need not be a slave nation to USA or any other, by depending on their currency. 
• Project Earthling© decentralizes all 193 countries in the World and make them independent. 
• Each country in the World could build their own treasury of wealth in Earthlings. 
• United Nations will become a much stronger Global governing body and will deliver fair governance. 
• GEC (Global Earthling Counsel) is formed and it monitors wealth of the World. 
• World is no more controlled by one or two countries. All countries will become free and truly liberated on the planet. 
• All these global organizations will operate by voting (one vote per nation) on global subjects. Will have all 193 member 

nations indirectly on governing (or decisioning) board through GI-50 structure. 
• The World together will govern Global governing bodies. It is a much safer world and no one gets cheated. 
• Chaos in the World is eliminated. Proper structure brought into the World. There will be no more confusion, fraud or 

cheating. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Roll-out of New World order in Two phases.

19 January 2020

Phase 1 – Complete Leadership teams’ transition must happen before Dec 31, 2020. All the new divisions will 
be formed outside USA and the leadership teams are completely established. The national team pay-roll set-
up, employment procedures, operational procedures, secure systems to work with, data warehouses to hold 
global data are all set-up in this Phase 1. One point to note is that the United Nations Global Governing Model 
2020©, will hold the most important data of the World, and from across the World; and further will roll-out 
and manage the most important projects in many countries and hence the data security and data management 
will be a very critical point for the ‘Transition Leadership Team’. Especially, the GEC systems, baseline national 
economic data will be very sensitive data and must be maintained with high levels of security, so that no 
breach shall occur.
Phase 2 – Complete Transition must complete by Dec 31, 2021. With new offices set-up and expanded team 
hiring across the divisions. This phase will also include the complete / full team transitions and new regional 
and national team structures set-up; with all required technology, systems and data warehouses taken live.
Ongoing Governing Phase – By Jan 1, 2022; United Nations Global Governing Model 2020 must fully go live 
with all operations fully active and mobilized. Their real ‘Global progress & development’ and ‘Global Peace & 
prosperity’ projects can take off in all countries of the World as appropriate.

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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High level working protocol of 
UNGGM-2020©.

19 January 2020

• Once the model is rolled out, the GI-50 (Security Council) and G-193 will operate as follows; at a high level.
• All subject matters related to countries, regions, world are segregated in two broad categories. Is that a ‘Subject to be reviewed, 

discussed, analyzed and acted upon by GI-50/G-193’; or is it a guidance matter for a single nation, as it is their internal subject?
• Any topic that comes to UN, will firstly be evaluated by a team before it comes to GI-50. If the evaluating team thinks by law or 

nature of subject, it is an internal national subject to be dealt by the country, they will guide the country accordingly, by stating 
that it is an internal subject. Where applicable, if the country needs guidance on the subject, an expert advisory team will provide 
advice on the subject based on global past experiences from other countries, regions. This is providing guidance, support and
marking/closing the subject as resolved.

• The second category, once a subject is of a nature that it has multi-country, regional or global impact, it will be presented for the 
GI-50 Security council for debate, discussion and evaluation of the problem. At this point, it could take two directions. One, the 
subject could be resolved by an executive order issued by GI-50 or via an ICJ order (where applicable) to be implemented. The 
second direction is when GI-50 thinks that the subject needs debate, discussion and a decisive voting at Global level; it is referred 
to a decisive Voting at G-193 GA.

• At GA – G-193; each such subject presented to them will be led by GA leadership team who will put out a calendar or schedule for
decisive voting on the subject. For simpler subjects the decisive voting cycle could just be 1 week or a maximum of 1 month. Here 
are calendar entry examples or schedules for two globally debatable decisive voting subjects that I have already proposed. Project 
Earthling© and UN Global Governance Model 2020 itself after roll-out and implantation of Project Earthling©; as all ‘Transition 
Expenses’ can go against GEC Earthlings printed and reimbursed against Transition expense project codes.

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Decisive 
voting on PE© 

at Existing 
UNGA

Introduce 
Project 

Earthling
© at 

UNGA

Enable debate and 
discussion on 

Project Earthling©

Plan, 
Implement and 

roll-out PE©

PE© live by 
Jan 2021

Decisive 
voting on UN 

Model 2020 at 
Existing UNGA

Introduce 
UN Global 

Governance 
Model 2020 

at UNGA

Enable debate and 
discussion on UN 

Model 2020

Plan, 
Implement and 

roll-out UN 
Model 2020

Model Phase 
1 live by Jan 

2021 and 
Phase 2 live 
by Jan 2022

Through my Color change 
tech invention, Srinivas DS 
and IG would have by then 

built World’s largest 
treasury at 93 Trillion 

Earthlings – Indian treasury

Over to UN Global 
Governance Model 
2020. The GI-50 and 
G-193 for all global 

subjects

Upon GI-50’s discretion, discussion or decision, 
any subject may or may not be introduced for 

discussion / debate and decisive voting at G-193. 
Upon decisive voting (on a global initiative at any 
time in future), formal communications could be 

sent to Indian Government or other 
governments; pertaining to any global initiatives. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

Sequence of steps to take PE 
and UNGGM-2020 live. 
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USA-UK Versus the other 191 countries.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

USA & UK
Rest of the 

World – Other 
191 countries

• I have presented the true facts to the media houses, to all Indian 
citizens, world citizens and all 191 other world countries. The 
global fraud committed by USA is for everyone to see. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support me & India, 

as they have seen the global fraud committed by USA. 
• I have claimed a conservative-realistic number of 93 Trillion 

(Earthlings) as my global IP rights sale price to bring into India. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my claim 

and India’s claim of the 93 Trillion. They understand that 
myself and India can easily claim 125 Trillion also. 

• I am delivering True economic & trade equality; Real economic & 
trade freedom to all world countries. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my global 

Macro-Economic & global Banking reform - Project 
Earthling© and its go LIVE date of Jan 1st, 2021. 

• I am delivering much better, much superior, much more equitable 
global governance structure. 
• All 191 non-USA, non-UK countries will support my New 

World Order reform - United Nations Global Governance 
Model 2020© and its go LIVE by Jan 1st, 2022. 
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About Srinivas 
Devathi
Global Economist
Inventor & Author

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Srinivas Devathi
Role for next 30 years.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

Global Economist

Chairman to First Trillion & 
Third Millennium groups of 

companies. Will create 
next 3000 to 5000 

Billionaires from India.

Drive Private side India 
development initiatives 

through Earthling 
Foundations.

Achieve Goal Year 2050 for 
India. 90% wealth pledged 

for this (45-45 split). 

Global Macro-economic 
guidance to launch PE and 

UN-GGM-2020

National India guidance as 
Director of IEC – Indian 

Economic Council
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Srinivas Devathi
Will be known and remembered as follows. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• INVENTOR
• AUTHOR

• PROJECT EARTHLING©
• UNITED NATIONS GLOBAL GOVERNANCE MODEL 2020©

• GLOBAL ECONOMIST
• FOUNDER GEC – GLOBAL EARTHLING COUNCIL
• ADVISOR TO UN-GGM-2020; GI-50 AND G-193. TO DEFINE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

& OPERATIONAL TEAMS FOR UN-GGM-2020. 
• RICHEST MAN IN THE WORLD AT 93 TRILLION EARTHLINGS WEALTH IN TOTAL. 
• TAKING ONLY 10% - 9.3 TRILLION AS MY PERSONAL WEALTH, BY PLEDGING 90% TO GOAL YEAR 

2050 FOR INDIA. 
• FOUNDER AND DEFACTO LEADER OF IEC – INDIAN ECONOMIC COUNCIL. 

• IEC WILL GUIDE INDIAN GOVERNMENT AND 29 STATE GOVERNMENTS FOR THE NEXT 30 
YEARS, UNTIL GOAL YEAR 2050 IS ACHIEVED. 

• FOUNDER AND DEFACTO LEADER OF – EARTHLING FOUNDATIONS.
• EF WILL DRIVE PRIVATE SIDE DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES TO ACHIEVE GOAL YEAR 2050. 
• THE FIRST INITIATIVE IS SCHEDULED FOR LAUNCH IN THIRD QUARTER OF 2020. 

• CHAIRMAN OF ‘FIRST TRILLION’ AND ‘THIRD MILLENIUM’ GROUPS OF COMPANIES
• MOSTLY INCUBATED NEW (START-UP) COMPANIES.
• SOME ACQUISITIONS. 
• WILL CREATE NEXT 3000-5000 BILLIONAIRES FROM INDIA. 
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Srinivas Devathi takes only 10% and has 
pledged 90% of 93 Trillion for India. 

19 January 2020

Inventor gets 
full value of 
Invention

• By selling global IP rights for 93 Trillion.. 

• By launching ‘Project Earthling©’. 

• By launching ‘UN Global Governance Model 2020©’. 

• By disbursing IP rights and 100-year downstream businesses to 61 Non-USA 
countries; and getting paid in Earthlings from GEC. 

90% of wealth 
pledged for Goal 

Year 2050

• Including all taxes on the earnings, a total of 45% of wealth will 
be given to CG and 29SGs as development funds. 

• Will also provide guidance to CG and 29 SGs over next 30 years. 

• Another 45% will be spent on Private Foundation initiatives. 

10% of wealth 
will be taken as 

his personal 
earnings

• My own personal wealth. 

• Will be used for very specific and 
special projects within India. 

CG – Central Government
SG – State Government

Foundation Name – Earthling 
Foundations

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Earthling Foundations – Cascading effect to the 
World nations. IEC will have its own launch event. 

19 January 2020

Full wealth attracted by 
Srinivas Devathi to India

45% allocated for IG and 29 SGs. Guidance to Govt., 
on projects. I will provide advise to IG and 29 SGs by 
heading a division called ‘Indian Economic Council’. 

It will have its own independent launch event.  

45% allocated for Private 
(Earthling) Foundation 

initiatives

Global media coverage of 
each and every Earthling 

Foundation Initiative. 
Even IEC initiatives will be 
covered by global media. 

All the developing and 
poor (economically 

backward) countries to 
follow my work. 

If the developing and poor 
countries choose to, or 

like my work, they could 
emulate the same in their 

countries. It is their 
choice. 

Progress and 
prosperity to the 

World in cascading 
effect from India. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

First Earthling 
Foundation initiative 
is scheduled for 
launch in third 
quarter of 2020.
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The inseparable factors for Goal year 2050.

19 January 2020

Project 
Earthling©

Global Color 
Change 

Technology 
claim of 93 T

Goal Year 
2050 for 

India

Earthling 
Foundations 

@45% wealth 
AND IG and 

29 SG’s 
@45% wealth

With my invention & its 93 Trillion valuation, we have 
inseparably linked 
a) The court case claim of 93 Trillion by me & India; to
b) Project Earthling© to convert funds into        (Earthlings) and 

build Indian treasury; to
c) 45% government allocation of funds and 45% private 

Earthling Foundations allocation of funds; to
d) Realize Goal Year 2050, to make India a developed country; 

while being role model to other developing and poor 
countries in the world. 

To achieve Goal Year 2050, we need to work as a team. Bulk 
of all this work will happen in ‘Media Eye’. I need media 
support to work towards ‘Goal Year 2050’ and achieve it. 
India will rise and be a role model to the World countries.  

IG – Indian 
Government
SG – State 
Government

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Objective of this media disclosure. 
Build awareness of UN-GGM-2020©. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

• Publish about United Nations Global Governance Model 2020© as future of correct and right 
global governance.  

• Broadcast about United Nations Global Governance Model 2020© on prime-time media 
network. Enable discussion, debate on pitfalls / flaws of the current model and future proposed 
model. Proposed model will get global support and will be voted in. 

• That will bring global countries to talk and discuss about United Nations Global Governance 
Model 2020©. 

• This will bring me to introduce United Nations Global Governance Model 2020© at UNGA. 
• Timeline: 

• Jan to Dec 2020 – Enable global discussions and conversations about United Nations Global 
Governance Model 2020© and its benefits to the World and Global governance. 

• Dec 2020 – Decisive voting of United Nations Global Governance Model 2020©. 
• Japan time 00:00 hours of Jan 1st, 2022; United Nations Global Governance Model 2020© 

goes live and starts the right and most effective way of governing the World.  
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References, content, documents & material.

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order

I request all media houses to visit and access the content, documents, copyright files, audio 
files, video files at my websites. 

www.Srinivasdevathi.com

And

www.Coolcartechnology.com

Let’s take a quick look at both the websites. 
I encourage everyone to read ‘Strategy to build India’s own 93 Trillion Treasury’ document.
I encourage everyone to read ‘Goal Year 2050 For India’ weblink in my website.  
It gives a high-level view (without details) about work that will be done in 30 years. 

http://www.srinivasdevathi.com/
http://www.coolcartechnology.com/
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Q & A
United Nations Global Governance Model 2020©, 
Srinivas Devathi, Indian Economic Council, Goal 
Year 2050 & Earthling Foundations. 

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Appendix
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Evolution is constant

19 January 2020

Years 1885-1886

Year 2017

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Typical automobile manufacturing

19 January 2020

• The image shows the 
current day automobile 
manufacturing process 
steps. 

• Involves a sequence of 
steps from the press shop, 
body shop, paint shop, 
assembly line where in two 
lines trim line and frame 
line run parallel to come 
together in the end cab-
deck assembly point which 
further gets assembled to 
the chassis, to roll-off. 

• The line-off process is the 
distribution step to deliver 
cars to the dealerships. 

Free Image: Courtesy 
online search. No 
copyright violation. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Automobile manufacturing
Regular car Vs Cool car

19 January 2020

Regular car: Body 
shop assembles 

the car body panels 
except for doors. 
They are body in 

white. 

Cool car: Body shop 
assembles the car 
body panels with 
vests installed on 

them. They are body 
in white with vests. 

Regular car: Paint shop 
paints each car with an 
individual color. Begins 
with protective coats, 

followed by 5 to 8 other 
coats. Need 1000’s of 
liters of paints by each 
color. Very expensive 

installation and material 
costs. 

Cool car: Paint shop is entirely 
eliminated. The body in white 

with vests can directly move to 
assembly line. The protective 

coats to the sheet metal would 
be transferred to the suppliers 

manufacturing process. 

The assembly line 
process remains the 

same. Trim line, 
Frame line and 

assembly to chassis. 

For a cool car: In the press 
shop stage, the pressed 

body panels, will have the 
corresponding vests 

installed. In some cases 
manufactured and 

installed. 

Cool car: The line off process is 
completely simplified and made 

inexpensive. The order, inventory, 
transportation and delivery 

management is ONLY by car models and 
not by colors. The cars delivered as body 

in white with vests. Dealer injects 
customers choice of color (from a 1000 

shades) at delivery. 

Regular car: The line off process has 
elaborate order, inventory, 
transportation and delivery 

management by car models and by 
colors, to each individual dealerships. 
Very expensive, complex management 

and limits customer choices (to 4-5 
colors) and delays in delivery. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Automobile manufacturing
Regular car Vs Cool car

19 January 2020

Cool car: Customer choice is unlimited. 
A full color catalogue with 1000’s of 

shades could be presented to the 
customer to choose a color from. Dealer 
injects customers choice of color, and a 

happy customer drives away. And 
Customer can change color whenever 

they want in under 10-15 minutes. 

Regular car: Limits customer choices to 
4 or 5 colors offered by car model. 

Cannot get a specific color of choice,
outside the 4 or 5 colors. Special orders 

have long wait times. Customer not 
fully satisfied with purchase. And he 

cannot change color of the car. 

Cool car: Dealers challenges are completely 
minimized. He just has to maintain inventory by 

car models and not by colors. His costs of 
inventory, procurement and parking costs are 

reduced if not eliminated. Increased 
profitability for dealers. And he can inject any 

color of customers choice from a palette of 
1000’s of shades. 

Regular car: Dealer has multiple 
challenges in maintaining inventory at 
his dealership, by car models and by 

colors. Its huge investments and 
expensive procurement and parking 

costs. Impacts his profitability 
negatively. Further, cannot respond to 
customer demands of special colors. 

• As you can see, automobile 
manufacturers and dealerships 
benefit significantly by cutting 
various costs, eliminating 
overheads, simplify 
manufacturing, supplying, 
delivering processes and deliver 
increased customer satisfaction, 
by switching from making 
regular cars to cool cars. 

• In particular, inventory 
management, transportation, 
distribution, manufacturing and 
painting costs are significantly 
reduced, if not eliminated. 

• Vests manufacturing and 
installation will be brought and 
integrated into the JIT (Just in 
time) process. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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Regular cars are all over the world

19 January 2020

• Fact: The number of passenger cars that are 
plying on roads all over the world today is:
• 1.37 Billion vehicles on road.
• Of which an estimated 1 Billion are 

passenger cars. 
• One of the largest streams of businesses that will 

emerge out of this concept is the “Conversion of 
current day regular cars to cool cars”. 
• These “NEW Cool car conversion” service 

businesses could open up all over the 
world. 

• In fact auto manufacturers will open a 
channel of business services to request 
current day owners of their car brands, to 
bring in their cars and convert them to a 
cool car for a fee. 

Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order
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1800+ shades of colors available 
in market today

19 January 2020 Reset Global Economics & Enable New World Order


